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Perspectives	
With vaccinations under way and a new stimulus/relief package in 
the works, investors have begun to worry about inflation.  The 
concern has manifested itself in a recent rise in longer dated bond 
yields.  There is some math involved but the simple short of it is that 
higher rates reduce the value of assets.  We learn in Finance 101 that 
the value of any asset is the present value of all future cash flows. 
The flows that are the furthest out in time are the most sensitive to 
rising rates.  As a result, the high flyer disrupter stocks that will not 
be profitable for years took a big hit this past week.  The hot ARK 
Innovation ETF which invests in “disruptors” like Tesla and Roku, 
lost 10% of its value last week.  The FAANGs were also under 
pressure this week as well.  While the FAANGs have current profits, 
much of their perceived prospects lie in the future.  With disruptors, 
new issues like SPACs and mega-cap NASDAQ stocks rallying so 
hard in 2020 and into 2021, their valuations were in the stratosphere.  
At the same time that the darling tech stocks were falling, the old 
economy sectors like financials, energy and industrials moved 
higher.  Investors sold the high valuation stocks and bought the low 
valuation pockets of the market.  Whether the re-allocation will 
continue will depend on how persistent inflation expectations will 
remain in the minds of investors.  While input prices for 
commodities are rising, hours worked and wages have remained flat-
ish.  Even though a return of inflation is being talked about as a 
forgone conclusion, I am skeptical.  The rapid decline in demand 
resulting from the pandemic caused supply chains to contract 
significantly.  Farmers, miners, manufacturers and service providers 
all cut back expecting a prolonged slump.  However, the vaccine, 
along with prospects for expanded fiscal stimulus, brought demand 
back and new orders created a supply-demand imbalance.  Prices for 
all sorts of commodities, including semiconductors, agricultural 
products and crude oil, moved higher.  John Dizard in the Financial 
Times described the situation as akin to “The Beer Distribution 
Game” developed at MIT in the 1950’s to simulate the dynamics of a 
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Taxes 

Corporate and partnership tax 
returns are due March 15.  
Remember to file an extension 
if you need one. 

Books	

The World For Sale looks like a 
fascinating account of the 
commodity boom of the early 
2000’s and how the then little 
known trading houses like 
Cargill and Glencore became 
some of the most powerful 
firms on the planet. 

Gardening	

For me, crocuses are the first 
signs that Spring is here.  I 
thank Robin Lane Fox for a 
history lesson.  The word 
“crocus” originated in India.  
From the Sanskrit the word 
moved west first to Hebrew 
then in the second millennium 
B.C. to Greek.  According to 
Fox, Philip of Macedon 
(Alexander the Great’s father) 
in 352 B.C. won a battle on a 
place named Crocus Field. 
These corm plants are great for 
giving your garden an early 
burst of color.
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production-distribution system.  Over-reaction by participants can, 
under certain circumstances, create big swings in supply and 
demand.  In time, production is restored and supply comes up to 
meet demand.  If this dynamic plays out, inflation pressures will 
ease.  We will need more data points before we can really say 
inflation is back.   

       

Out	Of	The	Box	
With prices of well-publicized assets like Bitcoin and “disruptor” 
stocks experiencing a meteoric rise, many worry that these represent 
bubbles.  The timeline of market history is littered with bubbles.  
While bubbles are often talked about they aren’t as common as 
market imagination makes them out to be.  One problem with 
understanding bubbles is that they are difficult to define.  I have 
heard long-time money manager and bubble historian, Jeremy 
Grantham, describe a bubble as prices greater than two standard 
deviations from the mean.  It’s hard to be precise.  It’s somewhat 
“you know one when when you see one”.  If we assume Bitcoin is in 
a bubble, it is now the biggest bubble in history.  It recently eclipsed 
arguably the most famous bubble, the Dutch Tulip Bubble of 
1636-1637.  Following the Tulip Bubble in order of declining 
magnitude was the 1720 South Sea Bubble, the 1720 French 
Mississippi Bubble, the Japanese Real Estate Bubble that took place 
in the 1980’s and the Dot-Com bubble of 1999-2000. Bubbles burst 
and prices can tumble, relentlessly.  When the Roaring Twenties 
ended with the Great Crash of 1929, the Dow Jones Industrials fell 
90% by 1932.  After the Hunt brothers tried to corner the silver 
market in in 1980, the metal’s price dropped 66% in two months. 
Often it takes a long time for prices to recover to the lofty levels 
from which they fell.  The Japanese stock market has yet to reach its 
1989 peak.  Investors need to be careful when trying to ride an 
investment rocket-ship.  If one wants to play in this treacherous pool, 
it’s important to play it small, do not deviate from your long-term 
investment plan and take profits.  There is nothing worse than round-
tripping a big gain. 

________________________________________________

This newsletter is for informational and educational purposes.  The thoughts expressed are not specific 
recommendations.  Readers should consult their financial, legal and/or tax advisor(s) before making 
investment decisions.  Before purchasing a mutual fund, investors should read the fund’s prospectus.  
Investors should understand the risks before purchasing an investment.  BrokerageSelect only conducts 
business in jurisdictions where it is registered to do so.  
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Something	Else	

Almond Parfait by Sarit Packer 

1 1/2 oz flaked almonds 
3/4 oz sugar 
3 oz almond butter 
1 tbs honey 
2 oz light brown sugar 
1 tbs almond oil 
10 1/2 oz double cream 
Have six muffin moulds ready. 
Place flaked almonds in frying 
pan over medium heat and stir 
until they turn color. Sprinkle 
sugar all over mix until it 
carmelizes. Remove from heat. 
Spoon into moulds. In a bowl, mix 
almond butter, honey, br sugar, 
and oil until it forms a thick paste. 
Add cream. Mix. Pour in the 
moulds over the almonds. Freeze 
for 6 hours, until entirely frozen. 
____________________________ 

BrokerageSelect is a boutique 
securities broker-dealer that sets itself 
apart by providing expert knowledge 
and dedicated service to our clients.  
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